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CuBi(SeO3)2O2Cl…	or	simply	CBSCl

Iron	monarch	(open	cut	mine),	Iron	Knob,	South	Australia

“…named	in	recognition	of	Glyn	Francis’	contribution	to	

the	understanding	and	preservation	of	the	minerals	of	the	

Iron	Monarch	ore	body.”	-	A	Pring	et	al.	1990

Original	ore	specimen	submitted	by	Glyn	Francis	in	1987.	

Previously	unidentified		CuBi(SeO3)2O2Cl	compound	is	first	

characterised	in	1990	[A.	Pring	et	al.	Am.	Mineral.	75:	1421	

(1990)].

Francisite: mais ce n’est pas français… 



• Orthorhombic Pmmn space group (centrosymmetric). 
[A. Pring et al. Am. Mineral 1990] 

• CuO4 square plackets produce buckled Cu2+ kagome lattice 
layered along c. 

• Layers are separated by SeO3 triangular pyramids and Bi 
atoms. 

• Cl atoms confined within centres of hexagonal tunnels.
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Figure 6.1: (a) Crystal structure of room temperature CBSCl (Pmmn ) with the CuO4

plackets identified as blue isosurfaces. The hexagonal kagome-like structure is evident in
the ab plane (b). The buckled hexagonal lattice due to the different Cu sites appears in the
ac plane (c). All graphics generated using VESTA [253] and information in Appendix B.2.

photograph of the grown crystals is shown in Figure 6.3. The specific sample used in this

study was a thin ab plane wafer of dimensions 5.1×3.5×0.3mm3.

6.3 Experimental methodology

Prior to this work, K. H. Miller’s infrared study on CBSCl covered the broad frequency

span of 1.2–300THz (40-10000 cm−1). From ∼1.2–30THz (40-1000 cm−1), strong phonon

absorptions render the material opaque and the analysis of the phonon spectrum was

performed in reflection geometry. Below 1.2THz however, CBSCl transmits relatively

well, allowing for transmission geometry measurements. Preliminary transmission mea-

surements in the frequency interval 0.45-1.2THz were performed by K. H. Miller at the

National Synchrotron Light Source, Brookhaven National Laboratory in magnetic fields

up to 10T [261]. A detailed temperature survey demonstrated the formation of a mag-

netically active excitation in the vicinity of 1.0THz. Another lower frequency mode was

detected at high fields above 6T around 0.45THz. However, being right at the bandwidth

limit of the spectrometer, the existence of the excitation was not conclusive.
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study was a thin ab plane wafer of dimensions 5.1×3.5×0.3mm3.
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Prior to this work, K. H. Miller’s infrared study on CBSCl covered the broad frequency

span of 1.2–300THz (40-10000 cm−1). From ∼1.2–30THz (40-1000 cm−1), strong phonon

absorptions render the material opaque and the analysis of the phonon spectrum was

performed in reflection geometry. Below 1.2THz however, CBSCl transmits relatively

well, allowing for transmission geometry measurements. Preliminary transmission mea-

surements in the frequency interval 0.45-1.2THz were performed by K. H. Miller at the

National Synchrotron Light Source, Brookhaven National Laboratory in magnetic fields

up to 10T [261]. A detailed temperature survey demonstrated the formation of a mag-

netically active excitation in the vicinity of 1.0THz. Another lower frequency mode was

detected at high fields above 6T around 0.45THz. However, being right at the bandwidth

limit of the spectrometer, the existence of the excitation was not conclusive.
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Cu3Bi(SeO3)2O2Cl

CuBi(SeO3)2O2X;			X	=	Cl,	Br,	I	

CuBi(SeO3)2O2Br					(CBSBr)	
CuBi(SeO3)2O2I					(CBSI)	

CuY(SeO3)2O2Cl	

CuSm(SeO3)2O2Cl	
CuEr(SeO3)2O2Cl	



Magnetic and dielectric interest

observed leading to copper–oxygen layers moving further apart
as outlined by the arrows in Fig. 2.
The selenium atoms are three-fold coordinated to three

copper–oxygen square planes of the same copper–oxygen layer,
with Se–O distances which do not vary from one phase to the
other. The stereochemically active lone pair of Se (denoted E1),
which is located in the tunnels, completes the selenium
coordination polyhedron to form a tetrahedron.

IV. Magnetic properties

A. Experimentation

The static and ac susceptibility of CBSCl and CBSBr samples
have been measured using Oxford Instruments Maglab
equipment. The measurement system is a standard ac
susceptibility bridge providing an estimated sensitivity of
1028 emu. The oppositely wound secondary coils can be used
to measure the magnetic moment of a sample in the presence of
an applied static field. In the latter case, the voltage induced
through these compensated coils is measured with a Keithley
2001 voltmeter during the extraction of the sample. The
magnetic moment (proportional to the integrated voltage) was

obtained after calibration of the system with a pure nickel
sample. A magnetic moment as small as y1025 emu can be
detected with this experimental setup. The polycrystalline
samples which had a typical mass of 50 mg were placed in 4 mm
diameter Pyrex tubes filled with helium gas. The samples were
first cooled from room temperature to 1.8 K at a sweep rate of
y3 K min21. Successively, the field was then slowly raised
from 0 to 10 kG, the superconducting magnet set in the
persistent mode and the acquisition launched. The temperature
was then raised from 1.8 to 300 K at a sweep rate of
0.7 K min21 while recording the data, except for the xac
experiment on CBSBr for which the measurements were made
during the cooling of the sample at 0.7 K min21. xac data were
obtained using a 1 kHz excitation field with a peak amplitude
of 20 G. No static field was applied in ac susceptibility
experiments.

B. Results

Fig. 3 shows the temperature variation of the magnetic
susceptibility of a CBSCl sample obtained using this experi-
mental procedure. The curve presents a sharp maximum at
Tc~23.5(5) K. Above this temperature, the susceptibility
follows a Curie–Weiss (CW) law x~C/(T2h). The inset of
Fig. 3 shows that two sets of parameters h1, C1 and h2, C2,
corresponding to the high and low temperatures respectively,
can be determined. Above y150 K, x is characterised by a
ferromagnetic Weiss temperature h1~57(2) K and a Curie
constant C1~0.370(5) cm3 K (Cu mol)21, implying an average
effective moment meff1~1.72(5) mB per Cu atom and an average
g-factor ng1m~2.0(1). meff1 is almost equal to 1.73 mB, the value
corresponding to a S~1/2 spin system. Between 35 and
y150 K, 1/x(T) still behaves linearly but the slope of the curve
is smaller than the one measured above 150 K. x(T) obeys in
this temperature range a CW law characterised by the
parameters h2~20(2) K and C2~0.506(5) cm3 K (Cu mol)21

implying meff2~2.02(5) mB per Cu atom and ng2m~2.3(1).
Fig. 4 shows that the susceptibility of a CBSBr sample

behaves qualitatively in the same way except that below
Tc~24.2(5) K, x(T) is almost temperature independent and
displays a small anomaly at 6.7 K. Between 150 and 300 K,
x(T) can be parameterised by h1~51(2) K,
C1~0.338(5) cm3 K (Cu mol)21 implying meff1~1.64(5) mB
and ng1m~1.9(1). From 150 K to 35 K, x(T) is characterised
by h2~26(2) K, C2~0.419(5) cm3 K (Cu mol)21, meff2~
1.83(5) mB and ng2m~2.1(1).
On the basis of these experimental results, CBSCl and

CBSBr are paramagnets above 23.5 K and 24.2 K respectively.
However the change of ngm evidenced around Toy150 K from
the CW law analysis is striking and rather unusual. For

Table 3 Selected interatomic distances (Å) for Cu3Bi(SeO3)2O2X
(X~Cl, Br, I) structures

Cu3Bi-
(SeO3)2O2Cl

Cu3Bi-
(SeO3)2O2Br

Cu3Bi-
(SeO3)2O2I

Bi–O1 (62) 2.226(5) 2.240(6) 2.231(4)
Bi–O2 (64) 2.460(4) 2.461(5) 2.485(3)
Bi–O3 (62) 2.821(2) 2.854(3) 2.955(2)

Cu1–O1 (62) 1.933(3) 1.942(3) 1.959(2)
Cu1–O2 (62) 1.964(3) 1.977(4) 1.978(3)

Cu2–O1 (62) 1.952(5) 1.964(6) 1.975(4)
Cu2–O3 (62) 1.959(5) 1.971(6) 1.967(4)

Se–O3 1.676(6) 1.680(6) 1.682(4)
Se–O2 (62) 1.702(4) 1.717(5) 1.717(3)

Cu1–Cu1 3.177(1) 3.195(1) 3.218(1)
Cu1–Cu2 3.254(1) 3.273(1) 3.292(1)

Bi–X 4.252(1) 4.315(1) 4.400(1)

Cu1–X 3.081(1) 3.122(1) 3.180(1)
Cu2–X 3.205(1) 3.215(1) 3.228(1)

Fig. 2 Projection of CBSX along the [100] direction. Cu(II)–O square
planes are in dark gray, Se tetrahedral coordination polyhedra,
[SeO3E1], in gray, halogen X as white circles, and Bi(III) as dark gray
circles with its lone pair E as a small black circle. Bi–O3 bonds are
represented as thick black sticks. The direction of displacement of Cu–
O layers upon chlorine substitution is indicated by the arrows.

Fig. 3 Magnetic susceptibility x of a CBSCl powder sample. Inset: plot
of 1/x, the vertical arrow delimits the two temperature regions
characterized by a specific linear behaviour. The continuous lines are
the linear fits from which the parameters, in the text, have been
deduced.
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Antiferroelectrics: real or not?

THEORY OF ANTIFERROELECTRIC CRYSTALS

transition and Fig. 4(b) just above it. A decrease in
the value of the polarization is observed with little
change in coercive force. Midway between the two
transitions, the polarization has increased and the
coercive force decreased, as shown in Fig. 4(c). Just
below the Curie temperature, Fig. 4(d), the polarization
is nearly double its low temperature value. At 472',
Fig. 4(e), the trace is an elhpse and when compensated

for dielectric loss becomes a single line. Values of the
saturation polarization have been estimated from these
photographs and the calibrating data to be 0.9Xi0—'
coulombs/cm' at room temperature and 3.8 just below
the curie temperature.
It is clear from the work reported here that sodium

and potassium niobates are ferroelectric and are com-
parable with the more thoroughly investigated BaTi03.
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Theory of Antiferroelectric Crystals
C. Knrzr.

Department of Physics, University of Californ&, Berkdey, CakiforrIia
(Received January 10, 1951)

An antiferroelectric state is de6ned as one in which lines of ions in the crystal are spontaneously polarized,
but with neighboring lines polarized in antiparallel directions. In simple cubic lattices the antiferroelectric
state is likely to be more stable than the ferroelectric state. The dielectric constant above and below the
antiferroelectric curie point is investigated for both erst- and second-order transitions. In either case the
dielectric constant need not be very high; but if the transition is second order, e is continuous across the
Curie point. The antiferroelectric state will not be piezoelectric. The thermal anomaly near the Curie point
will be of the same nature and magnitude as in ferroelectrics. A susceptibility variation of the form C/(T+p)
as found in strontium titanate is not indicative of antiferroelectricity, unlike the corresponding situation
in antiferromagnetism.

I. INTRODUCTION
N the ferroelectric state a crystal exhibits a spon-

- ~ taneous electric polarization. We de6ne the anti-
ferroelectric state as one in which lines of ions in the
crystal are spontaneously polarized, but with neigh-
boring lines polarized in antiparallel directions, so that
the spontaneous macroscopic polarization of the crystal
as a whole is zero. We exclude molecular crystals from
the present discussion, and we do not explicitly con-
sider antiferroelectric arrays in which more than two
sublattices are involved. It is not yet certain that reali-
zations of antiferroelectrics have been observed, ' as it
has not previously been known how to recognize them
correctly.
In ferroelectrics the occurrence of spontaneous polar-

ization is believed at present to be the result of a
Lorentz catastrophe in which the constant of propor-
tionality connecting the applied electric Geld with the
polarization exhibits a singularity. Illuminating contri-
butions to the theory of the eGect have been made, in
particular by Wul, ' Devonshire, ' and Slater. ' It would
' Private communication from Professor B.T. Matthias; I am

also indebted to Professor P. Scherrer for a discussion of possible
realizations. Pote ie proof: Kehl, Hay, and %ah1 have recently
observed by x-ray methods the occurrence of an antiferroelectric
arrangement in tungsten trioxide crystals above 750'C (private
communication from G. Jeffrey).
s B.Wul J.Phys. U.S.S.R. 10, 95 (1946),V. Ginsburg, J. Phys.

U.S.S.R. 1, 107 (1946).
s A. F. Devonshire, Phil. Mag. 40, 1040 (1949).' J. C. Slater, Phys. Rev. 78, 748 (1950).

appear to be quite possible for an antiferroelectric
arrangement of dipole moments to be produced by a
somewhat generalized form of the Lorentz catastrophe.
We shall speak throughout of crystals (such as perov-
skites) in which speci6cally quantum-mechanical effects
are not of major importance.
%'e need only consider an arrangement of highly

polarizable ions located at the lattice points of a simple
tetragonal lattice with an axial ratio' c/u«1, so that
the structure may be thought of as constructed of lines
of atoms parallel to the c-axis. Because of the geometry
of dipolar fields, ions in the same line will tend to be
polarized parallel to each other, but the sense of
adjacent lines will be opposite. '
In looking for realizations of antiferroelectricity in

' Actually as we know from the work of J.A. Sauer and A. N. V.
Temperley Proc. Roy. Soc. (London) A176, 203 (1940)j and
J.M. Luttinger and L. Tissa LPhys. Rev. 70, 954 (1946)j, even in
a simple cubic crystal (c=e) the alternating polarized line arrange-
ment of dipoles is the lowest state. This is just our antiferroelectric
arrangement. Calculations for barium titanate currently being
made by Mr. M. H. Cohen suggest that almost exactly the same
polarizabilities as lead to a ferroelectric catastrophe in BaTi03
would also lead to an antiferroelectric catastrophe. The observed
ferroelectricity may be the consequence of short-range interactions.
6%e may of course discuss by methods similar to those em-

ployed in the present paper the case of "quasi-ferroelectricity, "in
which diferent types of ions are spontaneously polarized in
diferent directions, but still give a net macroscopic polarization.
The ferromagnetic analog of this condition actually occurs in
the ferrites and perhaps in other compounds, as suggested by
Guillaud and Noel. Jonkers and van Santen LScienee 109, 632
(f949)jhave suggested that this situation may obtain in barium
titanate.

C. KITTEL

nature we must inquire 6rst into the signs by which it
may be recognized. The present examination of the
problem was stimulated by the observation made by
Hulm' that the dielectric susceptibility of polycrystal-
line strontium titanate SrTi03 may be expressed with
fair accuracy in the region from 50'K to room temper-
ature in the form

x=C/(T+0)

the atomic polarizabilities, we have

YIPa= E+PiP. P—2Ps, viPs~ E+Pd'a P—2Ps (7)

These equations have a non-zero solution for the I"s
when E=O only if the determinant of the coefBcients
of the I"s is zero:

Vl pl p2

with 8=35 K and C=6.6X10' per 'K. Now it is known
that above the curie point the ferroelectric crystal
barium titanate has a dielectric susceptibility of the
form

so that

'r& pl

v~= pi~ p~.
x=const. /(T—8) (2) The root corresponding to the solution P,/P& ———1 is

with 8=393'K. This is, of course, also the form of the
Curie-Weiss law

x=const. /(T—8)
for the magnetic susceptibility of ferromagnetic sub-
stances above the curie point. It is further known that
antiferromagnetic crystals exhibit above the Curie point
a magnetic susceptibility of the form'

y= const. /(T+ 0). (4)

It is tempting to grasp at the conclusion that the
similarity of Eqs. (1) and (4) implies that in the
dielectric case a denominator of the form 7+8 is a sign
of antiferroelectricity and in particular that strontium
titanate is antiferroelectric. It will be seen below that
such a conclusion would be wrong.

II. ANTIFERROELECTRIC LORENTZ CATASTROPHE

We describe 6rst the manner in which the antiferro-
electric state may arise. We suppose for simplicity that
we have to deal with a lattice of similar atoms or
similar unit cells, which may be decomposed into two
identical interpenetrating lattices labelled a and b, with
polarizations (dipole moment per unit volume) Po and
I'q. The local 6elds acting on the lattices are

Pc E+pl Pe p2P6 j Pb E+plPb p2Pa (5)
Here E is the applied external electric field; P~ and P2
are Lorentz constants which may be calculated from
the geometry of the lattice, and in the antiferroelectric
case both will be positive.
If we take the polarization as proportional to the

local 6eld,
vl'a=~&,

where y~= (Zm;a, ) ' in the usual notation, the a; being
7 J. K. Hulm, Proc. Phys. Soc. (London) 63A, 1185 (1950).

Below 50'K the dielectric constant leveled off, and there was no
evidence of a peak down to the lowest temperature reached in
the measurements, which was 1.3'K, where the dielectric constant
was 1300.

ln the antiferromagnetic case e is not in general equal to the
transition temperature T„although 8 is always positive. For an
excellent summary of antiferromagnetism the reader may refer
to a forthcoming review article by J. H. Va.n Vleck to appear in
the Journal de I'kysiqle.

vi=pi+p2 (10)

xi= pi p2, -
at which point P,/Pq= 1, corresponding to ferro-
electricity.
We see on substituting Eq. (10) into Eq. (12) that

the susceptibility at the antiferroelectric curie point,
but on the "high temperature" or unpolarized side, is
given by

x= 1/p2. (14)

III. SUSCEPTIMLITY IN THE ANTIFERROELECTRIC
STATE WHEN THE TRANSITION IS

SECOND ORDER

At this point our interest in the eGects of varying
temperature makes it expedient to alter our approach
to the problem and introduce a phenomenological
expansion for the Helmholtz free energy per unit
volume:

A(PN, Pa, T)=A0+f(P,2+Ps~)
+gP,Pg+h(P, '+Pg'). (l5)

In this approximation the transition will be second
order, as is known from the ferroelectric case. The term
in I' 4 and P~4 is introduced to restrict the catastrophe
to a finite polarization. The quantities f, g, h are
functions of the temperature and are, if we were to
neglect entropy changes, simply related to the polar-
izability and local 6eld constants.
We have

BA/8Po= E=2fP,+gPI+4hP, ', (16)
so that the spontaneous polarization (E=O) in the

However, the catastrophe in the dielectric suscepti-
bility is determined by the other root. Adding the two
Eqs. (7) together, we have

(P.+Ps) (vi—Pi+P2) =2E; (11)
so that the dielectric susceptibility per unit volume is

y= (P,+Pg)/E= 2/(yr Pg+P2) ) — (12)
which has its crisis when

PIERRE TOLÉDANO AND MAEL GUENNOU PHYSICAL REVIEW B 94, 014107 (2016)

FIG. 3. Theoretical temperature-electric field (T -E) phase dia-
gram associated with the free energy given by Eq. (1) for β > 0 and
δ > 0. Hatched and hatched-dotted curves represent, respectively,
second-order transition and limit of stability curves. The thermody-
namic paths for T > Tc, Tc > T > T0, and T < T0 are described in
the text.

At E = 0, Eqs. (2) and (3) yield two possible stable phases:
the PA phase (η = 0, P = 0) and the AFE phase (η ̸= 0, P =
0). For E ̸= 0 two phases are stabilized: a FE phase (η = 0,
P ̸= 0) in which the AFE antiparallel dipole configuration
is absent, and a phase in which the AFE ordering (η ̸= 0)
has a nonzero total polarization (P ̸= 0), i.e., having either a
ferrielectric (FI) dipolar order or a “weak” ferroelectric (WF)
order with a canting between antiparallel arrays of dipoles.

Figure 3 shows the location of the PA, AFE, and field-
induced FE and FI or WF phases in a theoretical temperature-
field T –E phase diagram. For T ! Tc the PA phase (η = 0,
P = 0) stable at E = 0 transforms into the FE phase (η = 0,
P = χ0E) for E ̸= 0. For Tc > T > T0 the AFE phase [η =
±( − − α

β
)1/2,P = 0] stable at E = 0 transforms into a FI (or

WF) phase for E ̸= 0, in which the equilibrium values of η
and P are given by η = ±[( − α − δP 2)/β]1/2, where P is a
real root of the Cardan equation

δ2

β
P 3 −

!
1
χ0

− αδ

β

"
P + E = 0. (4)

With increasing field the FI phase transforms across the
second-order transition curve

E = ± 1
χ0

!
− α

δ

"1/2

(5)

into the FE phase, which implies that the FI space group is a
subgroup of the FE space group. For T < T0 the transformation
of the FI into the FE phase becomes first order, crossing the
region of coexistence of the FI and FE phase. With increasing
field the FI phase transforms discontinuously into the FE
phase, the limit of stability of the FI phase corresponding
to the curve Ec1, the equation of which is given by the
condition ∂2

ηη'·∂2
PP ' − [∂2

ηP ']2 = 0 with (η ̸= 0, P ̸= 0)

FIG. 4. Temperature dependence of the dielectric susceptibility
χ (T ) given by Eq. (4) across a second-order (a) and first-order (b)
transition.

corresponding to

3δ3

β
P 4 + δP 2

!
4δα

β
− 1

χ0

"
+ α

!
δα

β
− 1

χ0

"
= 0. (6)

The Ec1(T ) curve is obtained by introducing a real root of
Eq. (4) into Eq. (6). With decreasing field the FE phase reaches
its limit of stability on the Ec2 curve corresponding to Eq. (5).
The merging point of the Ec1 and Ec2 curves provides the
values of T0 and E0. The first-order transition curve between
the FI and FE phases, not shown in Fig. 3, is located between
the Ec1 and Ec2 curves below T0. Its equation is given by
'(PFI,ηFI) = '(PFE,0), where PFE = χ0E, PFI is a real root
of Eq. (4), and ηFI = ±[( − α − δP 2

FI)/β]
1/2.

One can deduce from Eq. (3) the temperature dependence
of the dielectric susceptibility at the PA–AFE transition. For a
second-order transition (β > 0) one gets below Tc

χ (T ) = χ0

1 + δaχ0
(Tc − T )

β

, (7)

the temperature dependence of which depends on the sign of δ
[Fig. 4(a)]. Figure 4(b) shows χ (T ) for a first-order transition
(β < 0) occurring at T1 > Tc, which involves an upward (δ <
0) or downward (δ > 0) discontinuity. AFE transitions verifiy
the preceding temperature dependences of χ (T ) for δ > 0,
with a downward discontinuity at T1 for CsH3(SeO3)2 [12],
Cu(HCOO)2 · 4H2O [9], KCN [13,14], NH4H2PO4 [15], and
PbZrO3 [16] and a decrease below Tc for C4O4H2 [17].

Equation (4) provides the electric field dependence P (E)
of the polarization. It corresponds to a double hysteresis loop
which, as shown in Fig. 3, can be observed for a second-order
AFE transition below a temperature T0 < Tc [Figs. 5(a)–5(d)],
whereas for a first-order AFE transition it is observed below
T1 > Tc [Figs. 5(e) and 5(f)]. Characteristic double AFE loops
have been observed in a number of AFE transitions, e.g., in
CsH3(SeO3)2 [12], Cu(HCOO)2 · 4H2O [9], or PbZrO3 [16].
Double hysteresis loops are also reported at first-order FE
transitions, as for example in BaTiO3 [18]. However, at
variance with AFE transitions the two loops are observed
within the region of stability of the PA phase and merge into a
single loop at the transition to the FE phase.

A biquadratic δη2P 2 coupling always exists at AFE
transitions. However, a µηP n (n ! 2) coupling can also be
permitted by symmetry, which modifies the previous results.

014107-4
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FIG. 5. E(P ) and Ec(T ) curves deduced from Eqs. (2) and (3)
for a second-order PA–AFE transition (a)–(d) and a first-order
transition (e)–(g). At low fields the linear behavior of P (E) indicates
a progressive transformation of the AFE phase into a FI or WF dipolar
order. At a coercive field Ec1 a discontinuous transition occurs to a
FE phase. Reversing the field, P (E) decreases along a different path
below a coercive field Ec2 < Ec1 forming a loop before reaching the
linear regime.

The corresponding equations of state

η(α + βη2 + γ η4 + δP 2) + µP n = 0, (8)

P

!
1
χ0

+ δη2 + nµηP n−2 + νP 2
"

= E (9)

do not allow a stable FE phase under applied field but only FI or
WF (η ̸= 0, P ̸= 0) phases, the stabilization of which requires
taking into account an additional ν

4 P 4 invariant in (. A double
hysteresis loop can occur at a first-order field-induced phase
transition between two isostructural FI or WF phases having
different regions of stability. The temperature dependence of
the dielectric susceptibility χ (T ) has a similar shape than for
a δη2P 2 coupling.

ηP 2 couplings exist exclusively for “proper” ferroelastic
transitions [19], where η has the symmetry of a sponta-
neous strain. Phase transitions in DyVO4 [20,21], TeO2 [22],
BiVO4 [23], and NdP5O14 [24] verify this property. As shown
in Table I application of electric fields to the ferroelastic phases
of the four compounds induce a ηP 2 coupling for Exy fields,
with the emergence of FI or WF phases, or only a η2P 2

coupling for fields along z, giving rise to a FE phase. AFE
dielectric anomalies have been reported at the transitions in
DyVO4 [20,21] and TeO2 [22]. ηP 3 couplings are allowed
at ferroelastoelectric transitions [25] where the AFE order
parameter has the symmetry of a third-rank piezoelectric tensor
component. ηP 4 couplings are found in proper ferrobielastic
transitions [25] where the order parameter has the symmetry
of an elastic stiffness.

IV. DISCUSSION

Our extended investigation of structural transitions to non-
polar phases shows that although conditions 1 and 2 are satis-
fied in a large number of materials, the emergence of a FE phase
above a coercive field may not always occur because of the
large energy difference between the low-field FI and high-field

FE phases. This is due, in particular, to the additional strains
possibly required for stabilizing the FE phase. For example,
at the AFE transition in NH4H2PO4, a double hysteresis loop
could not be observed [16], the onset of a FE phase implying
an orthorhombic deformation of its monoclinic or triclinic FI
phase. Therefore, antiferroelectrics presenting all the dielectric
features currently assumed for PA–AFE transitions should not
constitute a widespread class of materials, as compared to
ferroelectrics. This is in contrast to antiferromagnets which
form the largest class of magnetically ordered materials.
However, our proposed definition of PA–AFE transitions,
given in Sec. II, does not imply the stabilization of a FE phase
under applied field or a double hysteresis loop, and extends
the current characterization of antiferroelectrics to the larger
class of materials in which a polar (FI or WF) field-induced
phase emerges from a nonpolar phase.

The analogy between antiferromagnets and antiferro-
electrics is usually invoked because both antiferromagnetic and
AFE structures display antiparallel arrays of spins or dipoles
and because ferromagnetic or FE phases emerge above coer-
cive fields. Our work underlines a deeper analogy consisting
of the common microscopic nature of the symmetry-breaking
order parameter in the two classes of materials: the emergence
of a discrete array of local dipolar sites, which constitutes in
our approach the microscopic symmetry-breaking mechanism
for the formation of an AFE phase, is the structural analog
of the continuous microscopic spin-density waves which are
the symmetry-breaking order parameters at antiferromagnetic
transitions. It can be questioned if the analogy extends at the
level of the interactions between dipoles, i.e., if there exists a
physical criterion characterizing AFE interactions, similar to
the negative sign of the exchange interaction typifying antifer-
romagnets. In this respect it can be noted that all experimental
examples of AFE transitions show a decrease of the dielectric
permittivity, corresponding to a positive sign of the coupling
coefficient δ between η and P . Such repulsive coupling is nec-
essary for compensating the attractive (negative) interactions
existing between antiparallel dipoles [26] and results from the
different types of repulsive forces [27] between permanent
and induced dipoles. By contrast, the dielectric permittivity
at improper ferroelectric transitions undergoes an upward
discontinuity [28] reflecting the attractive coupling between
η and P required for compensating the repulsive interactions
between parallel dipoles. Although such considerations need to
be substantiated by a detailed theoretical analysis they suggest
that the decrease of the dielectric permittivity at a structural
transition to a nonferroelectric phase denotes the presence
of AFE interactions, in the same way that the shape of its
magnetic susceptibility typifies an antiferromagnetic ordering.

The essential difference, noted in the Introduction of this
article, between the time-reversal symmetry involved in mag-
netic transitions and the localized symmetries characterizing
structural transitions, does not preclude a formal analogy
between the theoretical approaches to magnetic and structural
transitions, and this analogy can be used for deducing the still
unknown fundamental properties of antiferroelectrics from
the well established properties of antiferromagnets. However,
one should keep in mind that although spin densities are
localized, electric dipole densities localized at polarizable sites
represent only a conceptual image which has been used for
establishing the dielectric properties of polarized insulators.
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nature we must inquire 6rst into the signs by which it
may be recognized. The present examination of the
problem was stimulated by the observation made by
Hulm' that the dielectric susceptibility of polycrystal-
line strontium titanate SrTi03 may be expressed with
fair accuracy in the region from 50'K to room temper-
ature in the form

x=C/(T+0)

the atomic polarizabilities, we have

YIPa= E+PiP. P—2Ps, viPs~ E+Pd'a P—2Ps (7)

These equations have a non-zero solution for the I"s
when E=O only if the determinant of the coefBcients
of the I"s is zero:

Vl pl p2

with 8=35 K and C=6.6X10' per 'K. Now it is known
that above the curie point the ferroelectric crystal
barium titanate has a dielectric susceptibility of the
form

so that

'r& pl

v~= pi~ p~.
x=const. /(T—8) (2) The root corresponding to the solution P,/P& ———1 is

with 8=393'K. This is, of course, also the form of the
Curie-Weiss law

x=const. /(T—8)
for the magnetic susceptibility of ferromagnetic sub-
stances above the curie point. It is further known that
antiferromagnetic crystals exhibit above the Curie point
a magnetic susceptibility of the form'

y= const. /(T+ 0). (4)

It is tempting to grasp at the conclusion that the
similarity of Eqs. (1) and (4) implies that in the
dielectric case a denominator of the form 7+8 is a sign
of antiferroelectricity and in particular that strontium
titanate is antiferroelectric. It will be seen below that
such a conclusion would be wrong.

II. ANTIFERROELECTRIC LORENTZ CATASTROPHE

We describe 6rst the manner in which the antiferro-
electric state may arise. We suppose for simplicity that
we have to deal with a lattice of similar atoms or
similar unit cells, which may be decomposed into two
identical interpenetrating lattices labelled a and b, with
polarizations (dipole moment per unit volume) Po and
I'q. The local 6elds acting on the lattices are

Pc E+pl Pe p2P6 j Pb E+plPb p2Pa (5)
Here E is the applied external electric field; P~ and P2
are Lorentz constants which may be calculated from
the geometry of the lattice, and in the antiferroelectric
case both will be positive.
If we take the polarization as proportional to the

local 6eld,
vl'a=~&,

where y~= (Zm;a, ) ' in the usual notation, the a; being
7 J. K. Hulm, Proc. Phys. Soc. (London) 63A, 1185 (1950).

Below 50'K the dielectric constant leveled off, and there was no
evidence of a peak down to the lowest temperature reached in
the measurements, which was 1.3'K, where the dielectric constant
was 1300.

ln the antiferromagnetic case e is not in general equal to the
transition temperature T„although 8 is always positive. For an
excellent summary of antiferromagnetism the reader may refer
to a forthcoming review article by J. H. Va.n Vleck to appear in
the Journal de I'kysiqle.

vi=pi+p2 (10)

xi= pi p2, -
at which point P,/Pq= 1, corresponding to ferro-
electricity.
We see on substituting Eq. (10) into Eq. (12) that

the susceptibility at the antiferroelectric curie point,
but on the "high temperature" or unpolarized side, is
given by

x= 1/p2. (14)

III. SUSCEPTIMLITY IN THE ANTIFERROELECTRIC
STATE WHEN THE TRANSITION IS

SECOND ORDER

At this point our interest in the eGects of varying
temperature makes it expedient to alter our approach
to the problem and introduce a phenomenological
expansion for the Helmholtz free energy per unit
volume:

A(PN, Pa, T)=A0+f(P,2+Ps~)
+gP,Pg+h(P, '+Pg'). (l5)

In this approximation the transition will be second
order, as is known from the ferroelectric case. The term
in I' 4 and P~4 is introduced to restrict the catastrophe
to a finite polarization. The quantities f, g, h are
functions of the temperature and are, if we were to
neglect entropy changes, simply related to the polar-
izability and local 6eld constants.
We have

BA/8Po= E=2fP,+gPI+4hP, ', (16)
so that the spontaneous polarization (E=O) in the

However, the catastrophe in the dielectric suscepti-
bility is determined by the other root. Adding the two
Eqs. (7) together, we have

(P.+Ps) (vi—Pi+P2) =2E; (11)
so that the dielectric susceptibility per unit volume is

y= (P,+Pg)/E= 2/(yr Pg+P2) ) — (12)
which has its crisis when

Sawaguchi Phys. Rev. 83 (1951) 
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Antiferroelectric Structure of Lead Zirconate
E. SAwAGUcHI, H. MANIwA, AND S. HosHINo

Tokyo Institute of Technology, Oh-okayarna, Tokyo, JaPan
(Received June 25, 1951)

A CLOSE resemblance between PbZr03 and ferroelectric
BaTi03 has been reported' with respect to the variation of

the dielectric constant with temperature. However, any decisive
evidence supporting exclusively the ferroelectricity of PbZr03, for
example spontaneous polarization, has not yet been observed, for
both ferroelectrics and antiferroelectrics may reveal a similar
temperature dependence of the dielectric constant. On the other
hand, all the phenomenological facts recently observed 2 especially
those concerning the response of this material to a biasing dc
field, cannot be understood unless we assume that PbZr03 is
antiferroelectric. Of course, the more direct and ultimate proof for
its antiferroelectricity can be provided by the x-ray analysis of the
superstructure3 of this crystal.
The structur has been examined by oscillation and powder

photographs. We found lattice repetitions with periods of 4ap, 4bp,
and 2co in the three directions of cubic edges in the perovskite
lattice, respectively {a0=4.15A, b0=4. 15A, co=4.10A). Hitherto,
the crystal of this substance has been reported to be seemingly
tetragonal4 or monoclinic but the present x-ray pattern and
detailed optical observations on a very minute untwinned crystal
by means of a polarization microscope have revealed that it is
orthorhombic. The orthorhombic unit cell has spacings a= 5.87A,
5= 11.74A, and c=8.20A, and contains eight molecules. The main
characteristic spots corresponding to the superstructure have
indices (k&0, k=2n+1, 1=2p). The other spots, with odd I,, are
so faint that they are hardly noticeable except on oscillation
photographs of small oscillation angle (&5 degrees), so that 4.10A,
half of the c spacing, may be adopted as the approximate value of
the t," translation. It also turns out that the crystal has two glide
reflection planes, and the space group may be either D2t, (9}or
C .(8).
In the case of D2t„each Pb ion is supposed to be displaced along

the orthorhombic +a or —u axis as shown exaggerated in Fig. 1.
The displacement is calculated to be about 0.2A. If, on the other
hand, the symmetry is C2„all the Pb ions can make a certain shift
along the c axis in addition to the antiparallel displacement
described above. If this common shift along the c axis is of con-

rX

r

r x J
n

FIG. 1.Antiferroelectric structure of PbZr03, arrows represent the direction
of shifts of Pb ions; the solid line shows an orthorhombic unit cell.

siderable magnitude, the crystal may be ferroelectric in the c
direction. In fact, however, the relative spot intensities show that
the c shift must be negligibly small, so that the main part of the
dipole moment must lie in the a—b plane bearing an antiferroelec-
tric arrangement. This conclusion suggests a reason for the fact
that in PbZrO3 the ratio co/ao is less than 1, in contrast to the
situation in BaTi03.
We wish to thank Professors Y. Takagi and S. Miyake for

valuable advice and discussions, and Dr. G. Shirane for helpful
discussions and for kindly lending us his powder photograph.

~ S. Roberts, J. Am. Ceram. Soc. 33, 63 (1950).
~Shirane, Sawaguchi, and Takagi, J. Phys. Soc. Japan 6, 208 (1951);

Sawaguchi, Shirane, and Takagi, J. Phys. Soc. Japan (to be published).I A. Hoffmann, Z. physik. Chem. B28, 65 (1935).
4 H. D. Megaw, Proc. Phys. Soc. (London) 58, 133 (1946); R. Ueda and

G. Shirane, J. Phys. Soc. Japan 6, 209 (1951).
~ Naray-Szabo, Naturwiss. 31, 203 (1943).

Piezoelectric Effect in Lead Zirconate
SHEPARD ROBERTS

General Electric Research Laboratory, Schenectady, Ver York
(Received July 13, 1951)

ERAMIC disks of pure lead zirconate prepared as formerly
~

~

~

~

~described by the author' were polarized by applying an
electric field while cooling from 250'C to 100'C. One disk was
polarized with a dc field of about 250 v/mm, while a second disk
was polarized with unidirectional pulses 800 v/mm in amplitude.
The values for d33 measured in both disks under static compression
at ambient temperature were approximately 10 " coulomb per
newton. This value is just barely detectable in our apparatus,
although the results were definitely reproducible and the observed
effect reversed when the disk was turned over. The polarity of the
field induced by compression is the same as that of the original
polarizing field in lead zirconate just as in barium titanate.
The smallness of the effect was at first puzzling, but can now be

understood in reference to the structure analysis of Sawaguchi,
Maniwa, and Hoshino. ' Of the two allowable symmetry classes, the
choice C~„ is consistent with the observed piezoelectric effect.
j S. Roberts, J. Am. Ceram. Soc. 33, 63 (1950).
~ Sawaguchi, Maniwa, and Hoshino, Phys. Rev. 83, 1078 (1951).

Erratum: Low States of Li' in Intermediate
Coupling

tPhys. Rev. 81, 910 (1951)j
H. H. HUMMEL AND D. R. INGLIs

Argonne National Laboratory, Chicago, Illinois

W E are grateful to Igal Talmi of Zurich for pointing out
errors in the x—v-Majorana interaction listed in Table I.

The total Majorana interactions in that table should read,
respectively, L+K, (2L/9}+10K/3, —$L+5K, —z'L+6K,
L+11K/3, {—2L+16K)/3 (for v =3/2), (4L+10K)/3 (for
~= 1/2), the last value being calculable from trace invariance with
isotopic spin. The consequent changes in the asymptotes on the
right side of Fig. 3 are small and the general conclusions of the
paper remain unaltered.

Concerning the Mechanism of Electron-Ion
Recombination. II
MANFRED A. BIONDI

Westinghouse Research Laboratories, Bast Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
(Received June 29, 1951)

URING the past few years, experiments" on the decay of
electron density from an initially ionized gas have revealed a

re|:ombination between thermal electrons and positive ions whose

a
b

effective field of each sub lattice 

free energy

PbZnO3

Soft-iIiode spectroscopy. ExperirIiental
studies of structural phase transitions*

J. F. Scott
Department of Physics, Uniuersity of Colorado, Boulder, Colorado 80302

This paper reviews the experimental studies of displacive phase transitions in solids. Primary
emphasis is upon inelastic light scattering and neutron scattering; related infrared reflectivity
measurements, as well as x-ray and EPR analyses are also summarized. Several prototype structures
are considered in detail: (1) the rocksalt IV—VI semiconductors PbTe, SnTe, and GeTe; (2) the
ferroelectric perovskites exemplified by PbTiOs and BaTiOs; (3) perovskites which exhibit cell-
doubling transitions, such as LaAIO„SrTiOs, and KMnF, ; (4) crystals having the a-quartz
structure, including GeO„Si02, and A1P04, (5) the "improper ferroelectrics" Gd2(Mo04)s and
Tbi(Mo04)„(6) the V—VI—VII semiconductors typified by SbSI; (7) the hydrogen-bonded
ferroelectrics of the KH2 P04 family; (8) Jahn —Teller systems such as DyV04 and RbCoF„ in which
structural distortions occur as secondary eff'ects; (9) order —disorder systems such as NaNOi and the
ammonium halides (NH4C1, NH4Br), in which no "soft mode" occurs in the spectral region
(~ ) 10"Hz) probed by ir, Raman, and neutron spectroscopy; (10) P-tungsten (A —15) structures
such as Vs Si and Nbs Sn, which exhibit high-temperature superconductivity. These crystal categories
are used to illustrate several phenomena of current physical interest: Specifically, we discuss
harmonic and anharmonic mode coupling; "critical exponents" 13 diff'ering from one-half in the
temperature dependences of the order parameter q&(T) = ys(T —To)s and of the soft-mode.
frequency co(T) = iso(T —To)s; and the recently discovered "central" modes centered at zero
frequency, which grow in intensity as the transition temperature To is approached from above or
below. The review covers the period 1940-1972. A few 1973 works are mentioned for which the
author had preprints in 1972 or very early 1973.This review is in no sense a comprehensive survey
of ferroelectricity. Readers are referred to the following earber reviews on that subject: Silverman
(1966, 1969), Cochran and Cowley (1967), Blinc (1968), Murzin et al. (1968), Nettleton (1970), and
Blinc and Zaks (1972).
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I. INTRODUCTION
Over the last decade the experimental studies of struc-

tural phase transitions have been numerous. Various
spectroscopic techniques have been employed, including
infrared refiectivity, inelastic light and neutron scattering,
EPR, NQR, x-ray, and ultrasonic analyses. At this stage
ave may say quite generally that for most transitions in
which the crystal is ordered in both phases (i.e. possesses
periodic transitional symmetry) the structural distortions
are characterized by an unstable or "soft" optical phon-
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defined, almost useless 
concept.” 
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Ptotal	=	0

No macroscopic order parameter

No broken symmetries!

How do you define a sub 
lattice polarisation?
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TABLE I. Verification of conditions 1 and 2 for selected structural transitions in AFE and other materials listed in column (a). Other
columns have the following meaning. (b) Space-group changes occurring at the transitions. (c) Crystallographic sites undergoing a lowering
of their local symmetry to a polar point group. (d) Symmorphic polar subgroups of the low-symmetry phase space groups coinciding with
the emerging polar site symmetries. (e) Couplings between the AFE transition order parameter and the polarization allowing emergence of
a field-induced polar phase. (f) Corresponding orientation(s) of the electric field. (g) Space group of the FE phase. In (e) and (f) except for
CsH3(SeO3)2 only couplings corresponding to nongeneral directions of P and E are given. In (e), η1 and η2 are two components of the same
transition order parameter except for PbZrO3 where they correspond to different order parameters.

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g)

CsH3(SeO3)2 P 1 → P 1 1a : 1 → 1 P 1 η2P 2 E P 1
Cu(HCOO)2.4H2O P 21/a → P 21/a 2a,2b,2c,2d : 1 → 1 P 1 η2P 2

z Ez P 21

KCN Immm → Pmmn 2a,2c : mmm → mm2 Pmm2 η2P 2
z Ez Imm2

C4O4H2 I4/m → P 21/m 2a,2b : 4/m → m Pm,P 1 (η1η2,η
2
1 −η2

2) Exy Cm

4c : 2/m → m ×(PxPy,P
2
x −P 2

y ),
4d : 4 → 1 (η2

1 + η2
2)P 2

z Ez I4
NH4H2PO4 I42d → P 212121 4a,4b : 4 → 1 P 1 idem Exy,Ez Cc,Fdd2
DyVO4 I41/amd → Imma 4a,4b : 4m2 → mm2 Imm2,P 1 η2P 2

z Ez I41md

16h : 2xy → 1 η(P 2
x −P 2

y ) Exy Imm2
BiVO4 I41/a → B2/b 4a,4b : 4 → 2 C2 η2P 2

z Ez I41

η(PxPy,P
2
x −P 2

y ) Exy Cc

TeO2 P 41212 → P 212121 4a : 2 → 1 P 1 η2P 2
z Ez P 41

8b : 1 → 1 η(P 2
x −P 2

y ) Exy C2
PbZrO3 Pm3m → Pbam 3d : 4/mmm → m,2 Pm,P 2 (η2

1,η
2
2)P 2

x,y,z Ex,y,z P 4mm

1a,1b : m3m → m,1 P 1 (η2
1,η

2
2)P 2

xy,yz,zx Exy,yz,zx Amm2
NdP5O14 Pmna → P 21/b 4e,4f : 2 → 1 P 1 ηPxPy Exy Pnc2

4h : m → 1 η2P 2
z Ez Pmn21

NH4Cl Pm3m → P 43m none
SrTiO3 Pm3m → I4/mcm 3d : 4/mmm → mm2 I4,C2,Cm,P 1 none

NdP5O14), the local polarization emerging at the transition
results from a symmetry lowering on sites with an already
polar site symmetry in the PA phase, which illustrates the
property that PA and AFE “states” do not exist per se but can
only be defined in the context of a PA–AFE phase transition.

As will become apparent in the following, a variety of
situations have to be taken into account in real systems. For
instance, due to the high energy barrier that may exist between
the FI and FE phases, the latter may not always be stabilized at
high fields (Sec. IV). Moreover, for specific couplings of the
PA–AFE transition order parameter with the polarization, the
FE phase becomes unstable, the field-induced FI-FE sequence
of phases being replaced by a sequence of two isostructural FI
phases (Sec. III). Accordingly, the emergence of a FE phase is
not a prerequisite for PA–AFE transitions, and the realization
of a double hysteresis loop under high fields can be effective
or latent. Therefore, our theoretical analysis allows proposing
the following symmetry-based definition which encompasses
the variety of experimental situations: PA–AFE transitions
are structural transitions between nonpolar phases where the
symmetry of crystallographic polar sites emerging at the local
scale coincides with the symmetry of a polar symmorphic
subgroup of the AFE space group, allowing the emergence of
an electric field induced polar phase at the macroscopic scale.

III. DIELECTRIC PROPERTIES OF AFE TRANSITIONS

Application of an electric field E to a nonpolar AFE phase
induces a coupling between the AFE order parameter, here
labeled η, and the polarization P . The lowest degree coupling

between η and P determines the stability and symmetry of
a field-induced FE phase, and the orientation of the electric
dipoles in the AFE phase. It also establishes the link with the
dielectric anomalies typifying AFE transitions. Only couplings
of the η2P 2 or ηP n (n ! 2) types can be associated with
an AFE transition, since only such couplings reflect the
remarkable property of AFE transitions to occur in materials
which do not have a stable polar phase at zero fields. For a
biquadratic η2P 2 coupling, the dielectric properties of AFE
transitions derive from the Landau potential:

φ(η,P ,T ) = φ0(T ) + α

2
η2 + β

4
η4 + γ

6
η6 + P 2

2χ0

+ δ

2
η2P 2 −EP, (1)

where α = a(T −T c), and the other phenomenological coef-
ficients are constant. This order-parameter expansion differs
from the seminal model by Kittel [8] as it involves a single
symmetry-breaking AFE order parameter η, the polarization P
being a field-induced order parameter. It expresses the property
that a polar phase requires the mediation of the AFE order
parameter to be stabilized upon application of an electric field.

Minimizing φ with respect to η and P yields the equations
of state:

η(α + βη2 + γ η4 + δP 2) = 0, (2)

P (1 + δχ0η
2) = χ0E. (3)
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At variance with structural ferroic phase transitions which give rise to macroscopic tensors coupled to
macroscopic fields, criteria defining antiferroelectric (AFE) phase transitions are still under discussion due to the
absence of specific symmetry properties characterizing their existence. They are recognized by the proximity
of a ferroelectric (FE) phase induced under applied electric field, with a double hysteresis loop relating the
induced polarization to the electric field and a typical anomaly of the dielectric permittivity. Here, we show
that there exist indeed symmetry criteria defining AFE transitions. They relate the local symmetry of the polar
crystallographic sites emerging at an AFE phase transition with the macroscopic symmetry of the AFE phase.
The dielectric properties of AFE transitions are deduced from a Landau theoretical model in which ferroelectric
and ferrielectric phases are shown to stabilize as the result of specific symmetry-allowed couplings of the AFE
order parameter with the field-induced polarization.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The relation between antiferroelectricity and ferroelectric-
ity is traditionally assumed to be analogous to the relation
between antiferromagnetism and ferromagnetism. However,
there is an essential difference between the symmetry proper-
ties governing spin and dipole orderings. In the paramagnetic
state, time-reversal symmetry, which is not a symmetry
operation in real space, exists everywhere and is lost at the
transition to the antiferromagnetic or ferromagnetic states,
only surviving in combination with part of the symmetry
operations associated with the crystallographic space group
of the atomic structure [1]. By contrast, in the paraelectric
(PA) phase the symmetry operations of the crystal space group
are localized in space. As such, a paraelectric “state” does not
exist by itself in the same sense as the paramagnetic state, and
all crystal structures displaying nonpolar symmetries can be
potentially antiferroelectric.

Definitions of antiferroelectricity involve the microscopic
picture of antiparallel dipoles, the existence of an electric
field induced FE phase associated with a double hysteresis
loop relating the electric polarization and the field, and a
characteristic anomaly of the dielectric permittivity [2–4]. A
symmetry-based definition of AFE transitions is still lacking,
in spite of previous attempts [5,6] inspired from a displacive
picture, and focused on a definition for atomic displacement
patterns associated to an AFE “soft-mode” as the driving
mechanism of the PA to AFE transition. Such a definition
is not well suited for describing the many important cases of
order-disorder antiferroelectrics that represent a majority of the
well-established AFE transitions. Besides, they are not linked
to specific physical properties, so that the definition is of little
use. This led some authors to state that antiferroelectricity was
an ill-defined and hardly useful notion [7].

In this work we propose a definition of AFE transitions
which stems from definite symmetry conditions fulfilled

*mael.guennou@list.lu

exclusively in AFE materials (Sec. II). The dielectric properties
characterizing AFE transitions are deduced from a Landau
model in which ferroelectric (FE) and ferrielectric (FI) phases
are shown to stabilize under specific field-induced couplings
of the AFE order parameter with the electric polarization
(Sec. III). In Sec. IV, the traditional analogy between anti-
ferroelectricity and antiferromagnetism, the concept of local
polarization assumed in our theoretical description, and the
nature of the AFE order parameter are discussed. Last, in
Sec. V our results are summarized and the difference of our
theoretical approach with Kittel’s model of antiferroelectric-
ity [8] is underlined.

II. SYMMETRY-BASED DEFINITION OF
AFE TRANSITIONS

PA–AFE transitions are structural transitions between
phases displaying nonpolar space groups, which exhibit under
applied electric field a typical dielectric behavior. A Landau
symmetry analysis of the order parameters associated with
the PA–AFE transitions reported experimentally shows that
the transitions occur exclusively in materials which do not
have a stable FE phase in their phase diagram at zero fields.
It indicates that their dielectric properties are purely field-
induced effects. Since only a limited number of structural
phase transitions between nonpolar space groups exhibit
such dielectric properties, PA–AFE transitions should obey
restrictive and specific conditions. These conditions have so
far not been found from the macroscopic symmetries of the PA
or AFE phases alone. The specificity of PA–AFE transitions
has therefore to be searched in the microscopic features of their
transition mechanism. Here we show that two symmetry-based
conditions have to be fulfilled for a phase transition to qualify
as PA–AFE. A first condition deals with the local changes
occurring at the transition.

Condition 1. At the PA–AFE transition, a set of crystallo-
graphic sites undergo a symmetry lowering that results in the
emergence of polar sites and gives rise to a local polarization.

2469-9950/2016/94(1)/014107(6) 014107-1 ©2016 American Physical Society

- local polar point group symmetry 
as order parameter.  

- Displacive AFE characterised by 
soft antipolar phonon mode



Antiferroelectric signatures

- Antipolar atomic displacements
- Phase transition between two non-polar 

phases
- Dielectric anomaly at the transition
- Polar phase induced by electric field

- Energy storage  
- Electrocalorics 
- Large strain actuators  
- (Multistate) memories
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- Ambiguities of the double loop. 
- What is a sublattice polarisation ? 
- Absence of a symmetry criterion. 
- Antiferroelectricity in PbZrO3 is a complex model.
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Raman phonon dynamics
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Inelastic Xray scattering soft mode dynamics
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Antipolar softmode dynamics

G(η) = A(T-Tc)η2 + Bη4 ?

Slope ratio: 3.4



Antipolar softmode dynamics

Magnetic correlations: J1 = 76 K



Cu1 Cu2

J’1 J1

J’1

J2

J2

1

2

3

4

5

5

6

5

TABLE II. Irreducible representations for the Cu1 and Cu2 S = 1/2 magnetic sites of the Pcmn space group with k = (0, 0, 0)
propagation vector calculated using BasIreps software package [? ].

Site Cu1 Γ1 Γ2 Γ3 Γ4 Γ5 Γ6 Γ7 Γ8

x, y, z u, v, w u, v, w u, v, w u, v, w u, v, w u, v, w u, v, w u, v, w

−x+ 1
2 ,−y + 1

2 , z +
1
2 −u,−v, w −u,−v, w −u,−v, w −u,−v, w u, v,−w u, v,−w u, v,−w u, v,−w

x+ 1
2 ,−y,−z + 1

2 u,−v,−w u,−v,−w −u, v, w −u, v, w u,−v,−w u,−v,−w −u, v, w −u, v, w

−x, y + 1
2 ,−z −u, v,−w −u, v,−w u,−v, w u,−v, w u,−v, w u,−v, w −u, v,−w −u, v,−w

−x,−y,−z u, v, w −u,−v,−w u, v, w −u,−v,−w u, v, w −u,−v,−w u, v, w −u,−v,−w

x+ 1
2 , y + 1

2 ,−z + 1
2 −u,−v, w u, v,−w −u,−v, w u, v,−w u, v,−w −u,−v, w u, v,−w −u,−v, w

−x+ 1
2 , y, z +

1
2 u,−v,−w −u, v, w −u, v, w u,−v,−w u,−v,−w −u, v, w −u, v, w u,−v,−w

x,−y + 1
2 , z −u, v,−w u,−v, w u,−v, w −u, v,−w u,−v, w −u, v,−w −u, v,−w u,−v, w

Site Cu2 Γ1 Γ2 Γ3 Γ4 Γ5 Γ6 Γ7 Γ8

x, y, z 0, u, 0 u, 0, v u, 0, v 0, u, 0 u, 0, v 0, u, 0 0, u, 0 u, 0, v

−x+ 1
2 ,−y + 1

2 , z +
1
2 0,−u, 0 −u, 0, v −u, 0, v 0,−u, 0 u, 0,−v 0, u, 0 0, u, 0 u, 0,−v

x+ 1
2 ,−y,−z + 1

2 0,−u, 0 u, 0,−v −u, 0, v 0, u, 0 u, 0,−v 0,−u, 0 0, u, 0 −u, 0, v

−x, y + 1
2 ,−z 0, u, 0 −u, 0,−v u, 0, v 0,−u, 0 u, 0, v 0,−u, 0 0, u, 0 −u, 0,−v

that by including a comparable DM interaction along z
the yz canting of Cu2 allowed in the Γ8 magnetic struc-
ture can be realized, however this distorts the spin wave
spectrum in disagreement with our spin wave measure-
ments presented later in the article. Longer range inter-
actions between the Cu1 spins along x-y are determined
negligible. The resulting magnetic Hamiltonian is then,

H = J1
!

i=1,3
j=2,4

Si · Sj + J ′
1

!

i=1−4
j=5

Si · Sj + J2
!

i=1,2
j=3,4

Si · Sj

+ J⊥1

!

i=1−4
j=6

Si · Sj + J⊥2

!

i=5
j=6

Si · Sj

+ D ·
!

i=1−4
j=5

Si × Sj , (1)

with the indexes corresponding to the labeled spins in
Fig. 4 (d). Using mean field calculations, the Pcmn spin
structure is modeled by the above Hamiltonian using the
values J1 = -6.55 meV, J ′

1 = -5.75 meV, J2 = 4.74 meV,
J⊥1 = 0.035 meV, J⊥2 = 0.17 meV and Dx = 1.04 meV
stated in reference [4]. Our mean field calculations pro-
duce a magnetic structure consistent with the refined Γ8

structure depicted in Fig. 4. However, using this form
of the Hamiltonian we do not reproduce the alternating
canting along x for the Cu1 spins and find a smaller cant-
ing within the yz plane closer to 50◦. The Cu2 spins are
also not stabilized completely along z with some minor
canting along y inconsistent with the representations in
Table . Nevertheless, from the minimization we are able
to simulate the spin wave spectrum shown in Fig. 5 for
Q = (0, k, 1.5) (a), Q = (0, 1, l) (b) and Q = (h, 0, 1.5)
(c) in good agreement with the simulations of reference
[4]. Notably there are 4 strong spin wave branches in

the b∗c∗ scattering plane and 5 (with 2x less scattering
intensity) in the a∗c∗ scattering plane. The lower energy
branches are not gapped at the magnetic zone centers
and all modes are dispersionless along c∗, highlighting
the 2D nature of the kagome planes due to very weak
interlayer coupling.

Inelastic neutron scattering

In their spin wave analysis Rousochatzakis et al., iden-
tified a discrepancy between zone center spin wave ener-
gies measured by terahertz spectroscopy at 1.2 meV and
4.1 meV for CBSCl [6, 8] and 1.23 meV and 1.28meV for
CBSBr [9] with their gapless spin wave calculations [4].
Spin wave spectra of CBSCl between 0 and 8 meV and
obtained by INS at Q = (0, k, 1.5) and Q = (0, k, 1) with
T = 2 K, are shown in Fig. 6 (a). The spectra, which fea-
ture peaks at 1.57 meV and 4.34meV consistent with the
results of THz [6] and Raman [7] spectroscopy, confirm
the discrepancy between theory and experiment. Fur-
thermore, negligible shifts in the positions of the peaks
for l = 1.5 and l = 1 indicate a lack of dispersion along
l. We therefore continue to present results for Q = (0k1)
taking advantage of the higher neutron scattering inten-
sity, while still observing the same spin wave physics as
for the antiferomagnetic zone center. The dispersive na-
ture of the two peaks along k is shown in Fig.6 (b) with
their temperature dependence shown in Fig.6 (c). A shift
to lower frequencies is observed at 15 K, consistent with
temperature dependent Raman scattering spectra [7] and
explaining the slight shift in energies observed by THz
spectroscopy at 5 K [6]. Both peaks are completely ab-
sent at 30K and 50K confirming their magnetic origin
with TN = 25 K. Notably, we do not see any sign of the

5
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ture can be realized, however this distorts the spin wave
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that by including a comparable DM interaction along z
the yz canting of Cu2 allowed in the Γ8 magnetic struc-
ture can be realized, however this distorts the spin wave
spectrum in disagreement with our spin wave measure-
ments presented later in the article. Longer range inter-
actions between the Cu1 spins along x-y are determined
negligible. The resulting magnetic Hamiltonian is then,

H = J1
!

i=1,3
j=2,4

Si · Sj + J ′
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!
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j=5
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with the indexes corresponding to the labeled spins in
Fig. 4 (d). Using mean field calculations, the Pcmn spin
structure is modeled by the above Hamiltonian using the
values J1 = -6.55 meV, J ′

1 = -5.75 meV, J2 = 4.74 meV,
J⊥1 = 0.035 meV, J⊥2 = 0.17 meV and Dx = 1.04 meV
stated in reference [4]. Our mean field calculations pro-
duce a magnetic structure consistent with the refined Γ8

structure depicted in Fig. 4. However, using this form
of the Hamiltonian we do not reproduce the alternating
canting along x for the Cu1 spins and find a smaller cant-
ing within the yz plane closer to 50◦. The Cu2 spins are
also not stabilized completely along z with some minor
canting along y inconsistent with the representations in
Table . Nevertheless, from the minimization we are able
to simulate the spin wave spectrum shown in Fig. 5 for
Q = (0, k, 1.5) (a), Q = (0, 1, l) (b) and Q = (h, 0, 1.5)
(c) in good agreement with the simulations of reference
[4]. Notably there are 4 strong spin wave branches in

the b∗c∗ scattering plane and 5 (with 2x less scattering
intensity) in the a∗c∗ scattering plane. The lower energy
branches are not gapped at the magnetic zone centers
and all modes are dispersionless along c∗, highlighting
the 2D nature of the kagome planes due to very weak
interlayer coupling.

Inelastic neutron scattering

In their spin wave analysis Rousochatzakis et al., iden-
tified a discrepancy between zone center spin wave ener-
gies measured by terahertz spectroscopy at 1.2 meV and
4.1 meV for CBSCl [6, 8] and 1.23 meV and 1.28meV for
CBSBr [9] with their gapless spin wave calculations [4].
Spin wave spectra of CBSCl between 0 and 8 meV and
obtained by INS at Q = (0, k, 1.5) and Q = (0, k, 1) with
T = 2 K, are shown in Fig. 6 (a). The spectra, which fea-
ture peaks at 1.57 meV and 4.34meV consistent with the
results of THz [6] and Raman [7] spectroscopy, confirm
the discrepancy between theory and experiment. Fur-
thermore, negligible shifts in the positions of the peaks
for l = 1.5 and l = 1 indicate a lack of dispersion along
l. We therefore continue to present results for Q = (0k1)
taking advantage of the higher neutron scattering inten-
sity, while still observing the same spin wave physics as
for the antiferomagnetic zone center. The dispersive na-
ture of the two peaks along k is shown in Fig.6 (b) with
their temperature dependence shown in Fig.6 (c). A shift
to lower frequencies is observed at 15 K, consistent with
temperature dependent Raman scattering spectra [7] and
explaining the slight shift in energies observed by THz
spectroscopy at 5 K [6]. Both peaks are completely ab-
sent at 30K and 50K confirming their magnetic origin
with TN = 25 K. Notably, we do not see any sign of the
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T = 2 K, are shown in Fig. 6 (a). The spectra, which fea-
ture peaks at 1.57 meV and 4.34meV consistent with the
results of THz [6] and Raman [7] spectroscopy, confirm
the discrepancy between theory and experiment. Fur-
thermore, negligible shifts in the positions of the peaks
for l = 1.5 and l = 1 indicate a lack of dispersion along
l. We therefore continue to present results for Q = (0k1)
taking advantage of the higher neutron scattering inten-
sity, while still observing the same spin wave physics as
for the antiferomagnetic zone center. The dispersive na-
ture of the two peaks along k is shown in Fig.6 (b) with
their temperature dependence shown in Fig.6 (c). A shift
to lower frequencies is observed at 15 K, consistent with
temperature dependent Raman scattering spectra [7] and
explaining the slight shift in energies observed by THz
spectroscopy at 5 K [6]. Both peaks are completely ab-
sent at 30K and 50K confirming their magnetic origin
with TN = 25 K. Notably, we do not see any sign of the

J⊥2

J⊥1

DMI

Two S = 1/2 Cu2+ sites: Cu1 at (0,0,0) 
4c and Cu2 at (1/4, 1/4, z) 2c.

Magnetic structure: k = (0, 0, 1/2) antiferromagnet



S = 1/2 antiferromagnetic kagome lattice is the archetype of 
quantum spin liquids. 

Francisite represents kagome system beyond nearest 
neighbour antiferromagnets: 

• Nearest neighbour ferromagnetic interactions. 

• Competing antiferromagnetic interactions across hexagonal 
voids.

FM

AFMMay support novel phases: 
• Non-coplanar spin correlation and spin liquid states 

- e.g. Kapellasite [B. Fåk PRL 2012] 
• magnetically induced ferroelectricity: 

- e.g. multiferroic KCi3As2O7(OD)3  [G. L. Nilsen PRB(R) 2014]

Context of magnetic research interest



• Dispersion shape and extinction along k reproduced well in simulations using proposed 
Hamiltonian. 

• No dispersion along l confirms very weak interlayer coupling and “global” spin gap. 

• Simulation does not reproduce spin gap.
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the yz canting of Cu2 allowed in the Γ8 magnetic struc-
ture can be realized, however this distorts the spin wave
spectrum in disagreement with our spin wave measure-
ments presented later in the article. Longer range inter-
actions between the Cu1 spins along x-y are determined
negligible. The resulting magnetic Hamiltonian is then,
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with the indexes corresponding to the labeled spins in
Fig. 4 (d). Using mean field calculations, the Pcmn spin
structure is modeled by the above Hamiltonian using the
values J1 = -6.55 meV, J ′

1 = -5.75 meV, J2 = 4.74 meV,
J⊥1 = 0.035 meV, J⊥2 = 0.17 meV and Dx = 1.04 meV
stated in reference [4]. Our mean field calculations pro-
duce a magnetic structure consistent with the refined Γ8

structure depicted in Fig. 4. However, using this form
of the Hamiltonian we do not reproduce the alternating
canting along x for the Cu1 spins and find a smaller cant-
ing within the yz plane closer to 50◦. The Cu2 spins are
also not stabilized completely along z with some minor
canting along y inconsistent with the representations in
Table . Nevertheless, from the minimization we are able
to simulate the spin wave spectrum shown in Fig. 5 for
Q = (0, k, 1.5) (a), Q = (0, 1, l) (b) and Q = (h, 0, 1.5)
(c) in good agreement with the simulations of reference
[4]. Notably there are 4 strong spin wave branches in

the b∗c∗ scattering plane and 5 (with 2x less scattering
intensity) in the a∗c∗ scattering plane. The lower energy
branches are not gapped at the magnetic zone centers
and all modes are dispersionless along c∗, highlighting
the 2D nature of the kagome planes due to very weak
interlayer coupling.

Inelastic neutron scattering

In their spin wave analysis Rousochatzakis et al., iden-
tified a discrepancy between zone center spin wave ener-
gies measured by terahertz spectroscopy at 1.2 meV and
4.1 meV for CBSCl [6, 8] and 1.23 meV and 1.28meV for
CBSBr [9] with their gapless spin wave calculations [4].
Spin wave spectra of CBSCl between 0 and 8 meV and
obtained by INS at Q = (0, k, 1.5) and Q = (0, k, 1) with
T = 2 K, are shown in Fig. 6 (a). The spectra, which fea-
ture peaks at 1.57 meV and 4.34meV consistent with the
results of THz [6] and Raman [7] spectroscopy, confirm
the discrepancy between theory and experiment. Fur-
thermore, negligible shifts in the positions of the peaks
for l = 1.5 and l = 1 indicate a lack of dispersion along
l. We therefore continue to present results for Q = (0k1)
taking advantage of the higher neutron scattering inten-
sity, while still observing the same spin wave physics as
for the antiferomagnetic zone center. The dispersive na-
ture of the two peaks along k is shown in Fig.6 (b) with
their temperature dependence shown in Fig.6 (c). A shift
to lower frequencies is observed at 15 K, consistent with
temperature dependent Raman scattering spectra [7] and
explaining the slight shift in energies observed by THz
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sent at 30K and 50K confirming their magnetic origin
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ture peaks at 1.57 meV and 4.34meV consistent with the
results of THz [6] and Raman [7] spectroscopy, confirm
the discrepancy between theory and experiment. Fur-
thermore, negligible shifts in the positions of the peaks
for l = 1.5 and l = 1 indicate a lack of dispersion along
l. We therefore continue to present results for Q = (0k1)
taking advantage of the higher neutron scattering inten-
sity, while still observing the same spin wave physics as
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sent at 30K and 50K confirming their magnetic origin
with TN = 25 K. Notably, we do not see any sign of the
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TABLE II. Irreducible representations for the Cu1 and Cu2 S = 1/2 magnetic sites of the Pcmn space group with k = (0, 0, 0)
propagation vector calculated using BasIreps software package [? ].

Site Cu1 Γ1 Γ2 Γ3 Γ4 Γ5 Γ6 Γ7 Γ8

x, y, z u, v, w u, v, w u, v, w u, v, w u, v, w u, v, w u, v, w u, v, w

−x+ 1
2 ,−y + 1

2 , z +
1
2 −u,−v, w −u,−v, w −u,−v, w −u,−v, w u, v,−w u, v,−w u, v,−w u, v,−w

x+ 1
2 ,−y,−z + 1

2 u,−v,−w u,−v,−w −u, v, w −u, v, w u,−v,−w u,−v,−w −u, v, w −u, v, w

−x, y + 1
2 ,−z −u, v,−w −u, v,−w u,−v, w u,−v, w u,−v, w u,−v, w −u, v,−w −u, v,−w

−x,−y,−z u, v, w −u,−v,−w u, v, w −u,−v,−w u, v, w −u,−v,−w u, v, w −u,−v,−w

x+ 1
2 , y + 1

2 ,−z + 1
2 −u,−v, w u, v,−w −u,−v, w u, v,−w u, v,−w −u,−v, w u, v,−w −u,−v, w

−x+ 1
2 , y, z +

1
2 u,−v,−w −u, v, w −u, v, w u,−v,−w u,−v,−w −u, v, w −u, v, w u,−v,−w

x,−y + 1
2 , z −u, v,−w u,−v, w u,−v, w −u, v,−w u,−v, w −u, v,−w −u, v,−w u,−v, w

Site Cu2 Γ1 Γ2 Γ3 Γ4 Γ5 Γ6 Γ7 Γ8

x, y, z 0, u, 0 u, 0, v u, 0, v 0, u, 0 u, 0, v 0, u, 0 0, u, 0 u, 0, v

−x+ 1
2 ,−y + 1

2 , z +
1
2 0,−u, 0 −u, 0, v −u, 0, v 0,−u, 0 u, 0,−v 0, u, 0 0, u, 0 u, 0,−v

x+ 1
2 ,−y,−z + 1

2 0,−u, 0 u, 0,−v −u, 0, v 0, u, 0 u, 0,−v 0,−u, 0 0, u, 0 −u, 0, v

−x, y + 1
2 ,−z 0, u, 0 −u, 0,−v u, 0, v 0,−u, 0 u, 0, v 0,−u, 0 0, u, 0 −u, 0,−v

that by including a comparable DM interaction along z
the yz canting of Cu2 allowed in the Γ8 magnetic struc-
ture can be realized, however this distorts the spin wave
spectrum in disagreement with our spin wave measure-
ments presented later in the article. Longer range inter-
actions between the Cu1 spins along x-y are determined
negligible. The resulting magnetic Hamiltonian is then,

H = J1
!

i=1,3
j=2,4

Si · Sj + J ′
1

!

i=1−4
j=5

Si · Sj + J2
!

i=1,2
j=3,4

Si · Sj

+ J⊥1

!

i=1−4
j=6

Si · Sj + J⊥2

!

i=5
j=6

Si · Sj

+ D ·
!

i=1−4
j=5

Si × Sj , (1)

with the indexes corresponding to the labeled spins in
Fig. 4 (d). Using mean field calculations, the Pcmn spin
structure is modeled by the above Hamiltonian using the
values J1 = -6.55 meV, J ′

1 = -5.75 meV, J2 = 4.74 meV,
J⊥1 = 0.035 meV, J⊥2 = 0.17 meV and Dx = 1.04 meV
stated in reference [4]. Our mean field calculations pro-
duce a magnetic structure consistent with the refined Γ8

structure depicted in Fig. 4. However, using this form
of the Hamiltonian we do not reproduce the alternating
canting along x for the Cu1 spins and find a smaller cant-
ing within the yz plane closer to 50◦. The Cu2 spins are
also not stabilized completely along z with some minor
canting along y inconsistent with the representations in
Table . Nevertheless, from the minimization we are able
to simulate the spin wave spectrum shown in Fig. 5 for
Q = (0, k, 1.5) (a), Q = (0, 1, l) (b) and Q = (h, 0, 1.5)
(c) in good agreement with the simulations of reference
[4]. Notably there are 4 strong spin wave branches in

the b∗c∗ scattering plane and 5 (with 2x less scattering
intensity) in the a∗c∗ scattering plane. The lower energy
branches are not gapped at the magnetic zone centers
and all modes are dispersionless along c∗, highlighting
the 2D nature of the kagome planes due to very weak
interlayer coupling.

Inelastic neutron scattering

In their spin wave analysis Rousochatzakis et al., iden-
tified a discrepancy between zone center spin wave ener-
gies measured by terahertz spectroscopy at 1.2 meV and
4.1 meV for CBSCl [6, 8] and 1.23 meV and 1.28meV for
CBSBr [9] with their gapless spin wave calculations [4].
Spin wave spectra of CBSCl between 0 and 8 meV and
obtained by INS at Q = (0, k, 1.5) and Q = (0, k, 1) with
T = 2 K, are shown in Fig. 6 (a). The spectra, which fea-
ture peaks at 1.57 meV and 4.34meV consistent with the
results of THz [6] and Raman [7] spectroscopy, confirm
the discrepancy between theory and experiment. Fur-
thermore, negligible shifts in the positions of the peaks
for l = 1.5 and l = 1 indicate a lack of dispersion along
l. We therefore continue to present results for Q = (0k1)
taking advantage of the higher neutron scattering inten-
sity, while still observing the same spin wave physics as
for the antiferomagnetic zone center. The dispersive na-
ture of the two peaks along k is shown in Fig.6 (b) with
their temperature dependence shown in Fig.6 (c). A shift
to lower frequencies is observed at 15 K, consistent with
temperature dependent Raman scattering spectra [7] and
explaining the slight shift in energies observed by THz
spectroscopy at 5 K [6]. Both peaks are completely ab-
sent at 30K and 50K confirming their magnetic origin
with TN = 25 K. Notably, we do not see any sign of the
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that by including a comparable DM interaction along z
the yz canting of Cu2 allowed in the Γ8 magnetic struc-
ture can be realized, however this distorts the spin wave
spectrum in disagreement with our spin wave measure-
ments presented later in the article. Longer range inter-
actions between the Cu1 spins along x-y are determined
negligible. The resulting magnetic Hamiltonian is then,

H = J1
!

i=1,3
j=2,4

Si · Sj + J ′
1

!

i=1−4
j=5

Si · Sj + J2
!

i=1,2
j=3,4

Si · Sj

+ J⊥1

!

i=1−4
j=6

Si · Sj + J⊥2

!

i=5
j=6

Si · Sj

+ D ·
!

i=1−4
j=5

Si × Sj , (1)

with the indexes corresponding to the labeled spins in
Fig. 4 (d). Using mean field calculations, the Pcmn spin
structure is modeled by the above Hamiltonian using the
values J1 = -6.55 meV, J ′

1 = -5.75 meV, J2 = 4.74 meV,
J⊥1 = 0.035 meV, J⊥2 = 0.17 meV and Dx = 1.04 meV
stated in reference [4]. Our mean field calculations pro-
duce a magnetic structure consistent with the refined Γ8

structure depicted in Fig. 4. However, using this form
of the Hamiltonian we do not reproduce the alternating
canting along x for the Cu1 spins and find a smaller cant-
ing within the yz plane closer to 50◦. The Cu2 spins are
also not stabilized completely along z with some minor
canting along y inconsistent with the representations in
Table . Nevertheless, from the minimization we are able
to simulate the spin wave spectrum shown in Fig. 5 for
Q = (0, k, 1.5) (a), Q = (0, 1, l) (b) and Q = (h, 0, 1.5)
(c) in good agreement with the simulations of reference
[4]. Notably there are 4 strong spin wave branches in

the b∗c∗ scattering plane and 5 (with 2x less scattering
intensity) in the a∗c∗ scattering plane. The lower energy
branches are not gapped at the magnetic zone centers
and all modes are dispersionless along c∗, highlighting
the 2D nature of the kagome planes due to very weak
interlayer coupling.

Inelastic neutron scattering

In their spin wave analysis Rousochatzakis et al., iden-
tified a discrepancy between zone center spin wave ener-
gies measured by terahertz spectroscopy at 1.2 meV and
4.1 meV for CBSCl [6, 8] and 1.23 meV and 1.28meV for
CBSBr [9] with their gapless spin wave calculations [4].
Spin wave spectra of CBSCl between 0 and 8 meV and
obtained by INS at Q = (0, k, 1.5) and Q = (0, k, 1) with
T = 2 K, are shown in Fig. 6 (a). The spectra, which fea-
ture peaks at 1.57 meV and 4.34meV consistent with the
results of THz [6] and Raman [7] spectroscopy, confirm
the discrepancy between theory and experiment. Fur-
thermore, negligible shifts in the positions of the peaks
for l = 1.5 and l = 1 indicate a lack of dispersion along
l. We therefore continue to present results for Q = (0k1)
taking advantage of the higher neutron scattering inten-
sity, while still observing the same spin wave physics as
for the antiferomagnetic zone center. The dispersive na-
ture of the two peaks along k is shown in Fig.6 (b) with
their temperature dependence shown in Fig.6 (c). A shift
to lower frequencies is observed at 15 K, consistent with
temperature dependent Raman scattering spectra [7] and
explaining the slight shift in energies observed by THz
spectroscopy at 5 K [6]. Both peaks are completely ab-
sent at 30K and 50K confirming their magnetic origin
with TN = 25 K. Notably, we do not see any sign of the
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FIG. 4. Refined canted magnetic structure at 2 K using the
Γ8 irreducible representation with u = u′ = 0 of Table II.
The Cu1 and Cu2 spins are shown in the ab plane (a), in the
bc plane (b), and in a three dimensional representation (d).
The spins are indexed according to equation 1. The exchange
interactions in the plane and between the planes are reported
((a) and (b)), as well as the dominant component of the DM
interaction between the nearest-neighbor Cu1 and Cu2 spins
(black arrows) in panel (a). Images were generated using
VESTA software package [17].

analysis of Rousochatzakis et al. [13], who found gapless
excitations at the zone centers, indicating some inaccura-
cies in the Hamiltonian of equation 1. The spin waves are
dispersionless along c within the energy resolution given
by the experimental conditions (see Figs. 6(a) and 5(d)).
This highlights the 2-dimensional nature of the kagome
planes due to the weakness of the interlayer coupling.
When heating to 15 K, both low energy modes at the
zone centers shift toward lower frequencies, consistent
with temperature dependent Raman scattering spectra
[16]. Both modes are completely absent at 30 K and
higher temperatures, hence above TN = 25 K, confirm-
ing their magnetic origin.

Many of the key features of these measured spin waves,
including the dispersion and the spectral weight of the
excitations, are captured in the simulations produced by
the Hamiltonian of Rousochatzakis et al. [13] (equation
1). However, as mentioned previously, the spin gap is
absent. To reproduce this gap we have attempted many
modifications to the Hamiltonian including adjusting the
interaction strengths, altering the DM interaction vec-

tor and introducing anisotropy. We also considered the
consequences on the magnetic Hamiltonian of the struc-
tural distortion occurring at 115 K from the Pmmn to
Pcmn space groups with a doubling of the unit cell along
c. From our neutron scattering refinements, we find that
the Cu1-Cu2 bond distance shifts from a symmetric 3.25
Å at 150 K to either 3.19 Å or 3.32 Å at 2 K. This leads to
a splitting of the J ′

1 interactions into two interactions, J ′
11

for the shorter bonds and J ′
12 for the longer bonds. This

is also expected to split the DM interactions. When as-
sessing the refined Hamiltonian, comparisons were made
between the mean-field stabilized magnetic structure and
our refined structure of Fig 4. The simulated spin waves
were then compared with the measurements, checking
peak positions and intensity over the energy-Q space
probed in our experiments. Finally, consideration was
also given to whether the adjustments were physically
acceptable or not. However, we found little change from
these modifications to the simulated magnetic properties,
including no induced gap in the spin wave excitations and
limited increased canting of Cu1 spins.

More successful attempts to reproduce the observed
magnetic structure and the associated spin wave disper-
sion were actually achieved by introducing an adapted
anisotropic exchange. The symmetric portion of the
anisotropic exchange, that adds to the isotropic exchange
interactions of equation 1, is implemented into the Hamil-
tonian with the following term,

HAE = Si · Γi,j · Sj , (2)

where Γi,j is a second-rank symmetric tensor. The ten-
sors Γ1,2, Γ5,2 and Γ3,2 then represent the symmetric
anisotropic exchange for the bonds between the sites la-
beled in Fig.4 (c) (as well as all other symmetrically
equivalent bonds). In their calculations, Rousochatza-
kis et al. found that the contribution of this symmet-
ric anisotropic exchange was negligible [13]. However,
in our analysis we have found that the combination of
small positive (antiferromagnetic) off-diagonal Γyz

1,2 and
Γzy
1,2 components and larger negative components for Γxx

4,2

and Γzz
4,2 is able to open the gap in the spin wave spec-

trum. Further adjustment of the gap energy and of the
global dispersion, as well as the canting of the Cu1 spins,
is achieved by including a small component for Γxx

5,2 and
by slightly changing the other terms of the Hamiltonian.
Finally, we find an adequate solution by only a slight
increase in the DM interaction accompanied by an ad-
justment of J2/ |J ′

1| ≈ 1, yielding the following modified
magnetic Hamiltonian with J1 = -6.55 meV, J ′

1 = -5.75
meV, J2 = 5.7 meV, J⊥1 = -0.035 meV, J⊥2 = 0.17 meV
and Da = 1.3 meV, with Db = Dc = Da/10, and the
following symmetric portion of the anisotropic exchange
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2 , z +
1
2 0,−u, 0 −u, 0, v −u, 0, v 0,−u, 0 u, 0,−v 0, u, 0 0, u, 0 u, 0,−v

x+ 1
2 ,−y,−z + 1
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−x, y + 1
2 ,−z 0, u, 0 −u, 0,−v u, 0, v 0,−u, 0 u, 0, v 0,−u, 0 0, u, 0 −u, 0,−v

that by including a comparable DM interaction along z
the yz canting of Cu2 allowed in the Γ8 magnetic struc-
ture can be realized, however this distorts the spin wave
spectrum in disagreement with our spin wave measure-
ments presented later in the article. Longer range inter-
actions between the Cu1 spins along x-y are determined
negligible. The resulting magnetic Hamiltonian is then,

H = J1
!

i=1,3
j=2,4

Si · Sj + J ′
1

!

i=1−4
j=5

Si · Sj + J2
!

i=1,2
j=3,4

Si · Sj

+ J⊥1

!

i=1−4
j=6

Si · Sj + J⊥2

!

i=5
j=6

Si · Sj

+ D ·
!

i=1−4
j=5

Si × Sj , (1)

with the indexes corresponding to the labeled spins in
Fig. 4 (d). Using mean field calculations, the Pcmn spin
structure is modeled by the above Hamiltonian using the
values J1 = -6.55 meV, J ′

1 = -5.75 meV, J2 = 4.74 meV,
J⊥1 = 0.035 meV, J⊥2 = 0.17 meV and Dx = 1.04 meV
stated in reference [4]. Our mean field calculations pro-
duce a magnetic structure consistent with the refined Γ8

structure depicted in Fig. 4. However, using this form
of the Hamiltonian we do not reproduce the alternating
canting along x for the Cu1 spins and find a smaller cant-
ing within the yz plane closer to 50◦. The Cu2 spins are
also not stabilized completely along z with some minor
canting along y inconsistent with the representations in
Table . Nevertheless, from the minimization we are able
to simulate the spin wave spectrum shown in Fig. 5 for
Q = (0, k, 1.5) (a), Q = (0, 1, l) (b) and Q = (h, 0, 1.5)
(c) in good agreement with the simulations of reference
[4]. Notably there are 4 strong spin wave branches in

the b∗c∗ scattering plane and 5 (with 2x less scattering
intensity) in the a∗c∗ scattering plane. The lower energy
branches are not gapped at the magnetic zone centers
and all modes are dispersionless along c∗, highlighting
the 2D nature of the kagome planes due to very weak
interlayer coupling.

Inelastic neutron scattering

In their spin wave analysis Rousochatzakis et al., iden-
tified a discrepancy between zone center spin wave ener-
gies measured by terahertz spectroscopy at 1.2 meV and
4.1 meV for CBSCl [6, 8] and 1.23 meV and 1.28meV for
CBSBr [9] with their gapless spin wave calculations [4].
Spin wave spectra of CBSCl between 0 and 8 meV and
obtained by INS at Q = (0, k, 1.5) and Q = (0, k, 1) with
T = 2 K, are shown in Fig. 6 (a). The spectra, which fea-
ture peaks at 1.57 meV and 4.34meV consistent with the
results of THz [6] and Raman [7] spectroscopy, confirm
the discrepancy between theory and experiment. Fur-
thermore, negligible shifts in the positions of the peaks
for l = 1.5 and l = 1 indicate a lack of dispersion along
l. We therefore continue to present results for Q = (0k1)
taking advantage of the higher neutron scattering inten-
sity, while still observing the same spin wave physics as
for the antiferomagnetic zone center. The dispersive na-
ture of the two peaks along k is shown in Fig.6 (b) with
their temperature dependence shown in Fig.6 (c). A shift
to lower frequencies is observed at 15 K, consistent with
temperature dependent Raman scattering spectra [7] and
explaining the slight shift in energies observed by THz
spectroscopy at 5 K [6]. Both peaks are completely ab-
sent at 30K and 50K confirming their magnetic origin
with TN = 25 K. Notably, we do not see any sign of the

• A spin gap is induced by incorporating an 
anisotropic exchange between Cu1 sites 
along y. 

• Modification of J2 produces correct canting of 
Cu2 spins as refined by neutron diffraction.
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FIG. 5. Spin wave dispersions for CBSCl in the (b∗, c∗) scattering plane. Simulated dispersion calculated for Q = (0, k, 1) (a)
and Q = (0, 1, l) (b) using the proposed Hamiltonian of Rousochatzakis et al. [13] (equation 1). Measured spin wave dispersion
at 2 K for Q = (0, k, 2) (c) and Q = (0, 1, l), mapped from several ThALES energy scans (d). Simulated spin wave dispersion
using modified Hamiltonian incorporating symmetric anisotropic exchange for Q = (0, k, 2) (e) and Q = (0, 1, l) (f). Note that
the (c-f) maps are indexed in the distorted structure implying a doubling of the c lattice parameter. This results in a doubling
of the l index compared to the (a-b) spectra calculated in the undistorted structure.

with values represented in meV:

Γ1,2 =

⎛

⎜⎝
0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.05 0.12
0.00 0.12 0.05

⎞

⎟⎠ ,

Γ5,2 =

⎛

⎜⎝
0.10 0.08 0.00
0.08 0.00 0.04
0.00 0.04 0.00

⎞

⎟⎠ ,

Γ4,2 =

⎛

⎜⎝
−0.7 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 −1.7

⎞

⎟⎠ .

The terms that are significant for generating the spin
wave gap are underlined. Note that the anisotropic ex-
change tensors are essentially equivalent to those calcu-
lated in Ref. [13] with the exception of the relatively large
components we have found for Γ4,2. We note that there
is a high degree of uncertainty associated to the refined
values in Γ4,2. Taking the presence of a spin wave gap
and a ∼ 3 meV splitting of the two spin wave branches at
k = 1 as refinement limits, we find an approximate upper
boundary for the uncertainties of these components to be
Γxx
4,2 = −0.7± 0.4 and Γzz

4,2 = −1.7± 1.0.

By incorporating this anisotropic exchange into the
Hamiltonian, we are thus able to reproduce the magnetic
structure with no instability along b for the Cu2 spins.
The calculated canting of the Cu1 spins is 59◦ from c
to a in close agreement with our single crystal neutron
diffraction refinement. No canting is found along the a
direction. The simulated spin wave dispersions using the
modified Hamiltonian for Q = (0, k, 2) and Q = (0, 1, l)
are shown in Figs. 5 (e) and (f) respectively. Here we
find excellent agreement between experiment (Figs. 5 (c),
(d)) and simulation (Figs. 5 (e), (f)) when comparing the
intensity and dispersions along k and l . Our INS experi-
ments thus reveal that a next-nearest-neighbor exchange
between the Cu1 sites in the ac plane includes a non-
negligible anisotropic exchange part. This then induces
the gapped spin wave spectrum we observe.

Further agreement between experiment and simulation
is obtained for the (a∗, c∗) scattering plane. As is pre-
dicted in our simulations, the scattering intensity of the
spin waves for the (a∗, c∗) scattering plane are reduced
by a factor of ∼3 when compared to the (b∗, c∗) scatter-
ing plane, rendering it more difficult to map the disper-
sion in this orientation. Nevertheless, by combining mea-
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components we have found for Γ4,2. We note that there
is a high degree of uncertainty associated to the refined
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and a ∼ 3 meV splitting of the two spin wave branches at
k = 1 as refinement limits, we find an approximate upper
boundary for the uncertainties of these components to be
Γxx
4,2 = −0.7± 0.4 and Γzz

4,2 = −1.7± 1.0.

By incorporating this anisotropic exchange into the
Hamiltonian, we are thus able to reproduce the magnetic
structure with no instability along b for the Cu2 spins.
The calculated canting of the Cu1 spins is 59◦ from c
to a in close agreement with our single crystal neutron
diffraction refinement. No canting is found along the a
direction. The simulated spin wave dispersions using the
modified Hamiltonian for Q = (0, k, 2) and Q = (0, 1, l)
are shown in Figs. 5 (e) and (f) respectively. Here we
find excellent agreement between experiment (Figs. 5 (c),
(d)) and simulation (Figs. 5 (e), (f)) when comparing the
intensity and dispersions along k and l . Our INS experi-
ments thus reveal that a next-nearest-neighbor exchange
between the Cu1 sites in the ac plane includes a non-
negligible anisotropic exchange part. This then induces
the gapped spin wave spectrum we observe.

Further agreement between experiment and simulation
is obtained for the (a∗, c∗) scattering plane. As is pre-
dicted in our simulations, the scattering intensity of the
spin waves for the (a∗, c∗) scattering plane are reduced
by a factor of ∼3 when compared to the (b∗, c∗) scatter-
ing plane, rendering it more difficult to map the disper-
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The terms that are significant for generating the spin
wave gap are underlined. Note that the anisotropic ex-
change tensors are essentially equivalent to those calcu-
lated in Ref. [13] with the exception of the relatively large
components we have found for Γ4,2. We note that there
is a high degree of uncertainty associated to the refined
values in Γ4,2. Taking the presence of a spin wave gap
and a ∼ 3 meV splitting of the two spin wave branches at
k = 1 as refinement limits, we find an approximate upper
boundary for the uncertainties of these components to be
Γxx
4,2 = −0.7± 0.4 and Γzz

4,2 = −1.7± 1.0.

By incorporating this anisotropic exchange into the
Hamiltonian, we are thus able to reproduce the magnetic
structure with no instability along b for the Cu2 spins.
The calculated canting of the Cu1 spins is 59◦ from c
to a in close agreement with our single crystal neutron
diffraction refinement. No canting is found along the a
direction. The simulated spin wave dispersions using the
modified Hamiltonian for Q = (0, k, 2) and Q = (0, 1, l)
are shown in Figs. 5 (e) and (f) respectively. Here we
find excellent agreement between experiment (Figs. 5 (c),
(d)) and simulation (Figs. 5 (e), (f)) when comparing the
intensity and dispersions along k and l . Our INS experi-
ments thus reveal that a next-nearest-neighbor exchange
between the Cu1 sites in the ac plane includes a non-
negligible anisotropic exchange part. This then induces
the gapped spin wave spectrum we observe.

Further agreement between experiment and simulation
is obtained for the (a∗, c∗) scattering plane. As is pre-
dicted in our simulations, the scattering intensity of the
spin waves for the (a∗, c∗) scattering plane are reduced
by a factor of ∼3 when compared to the (b∗, c∗) scatter-
ing plane, rendering it more difficult to map the disper-
sion in this orientation. Nevertheless, by combining mea-
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Overlapping magnon / phonon bands

• Overlapping magnon and phonon bands: Possibility for magnon phonon hybridisation. 

• Spin-lattice coupling could promote the required anisotropy in the refined magnetic 
Hamiltonian. 

• Polarised inelastic neutron scattering required to reveal signatures of such hybridisation.
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   Phonon (Miller et al.), 6K
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Soft phonon dynamics in b direction
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polarisation as a function of magnetic field

• magnetic point group: mm’m supports magneto electric coupling 
but does not predict spontaneous polarisation at 0 T. 

• Field dependence is consistent with the of diagonal terms in the 
ME tensor. 

• Presence at 0 T could be explained by magneto electric coupling 
due to stray fields generated at defects. 

• Effect of antiferrfoelectic order?
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single-crystal is consistent with an induced polarization
in an AFE phase, and with the notion of antiparallel
dipoles in the ab plane due to the displacements of the
Cu2 and Cl ions along a.

Another perplexing result is the presence of the weak
non-switchable polarization at TN with no signature in
the dielectric permittivity. It is characteristic of some
form of magnetoelectric coupling, and only detected in
the single-crystal. The fact that is is not detected in the
powder sample suggests that the magnetoelectric polar-
ization is indeed along the c axis. The magnetic point
group mm′m that describes the magnetic phase of CB-
SCl is compatible with a linear magnetoelectric coupling,
αME
ij EiH j , with Ei and H j the components of the elec-

tric and magnetic fields respectively and αME
ij the com-

ponents of the magnetoelectric tensor of the form [30]:

αME =

⎛

⎜⎝
0 0 αME

13
0 0 0

αME
31 0 0

⎞

⎟⎠ . (3)

The off-diagonal terms indicate that the coupling is max-
imized when the electric and magnetic fields are per-
pendicular. Its form also allows ferrotoroidicity as the
toroidic moment is proportional to the antisymmetric
part of the magnetoelectric tensor [31]. However in the
absence of a uniform magnetic field, it should not lead
to a net macroscopic polarization. This anomalous elec-
tric polarization we observe may rather be associated to
symmetry breaking of local magnetic fields generated at
defect or domain wall boundaries. A recent study of the
multiferroic behavior in CBSCl has indeed shown that
an anisotropic spin-flip transition induced by magnetic
fields above ∼0.8 T leads to a breaking of the magnetic
two-fold symmetry in the bc plane [19]. The resulting
phase demonstrates ferroelectric behavior below TN .

CONCLUSION

By performing single crystal neutron diffraction mea-
surements on the CBSCl francisite, we confirm the struc-
tural phase transition at 115 K as a distortion of the high
temperature Pmmn phase to a Pcmn phase with a dou-
bling of the c cell parameter. Within the distorted low
temperature structure, we refine the true magnetic struc-
ture of CBSCl for the first time revealing a structure sim-
ilar to that of CBSBr but with an increased canting of 59◦
for Cu1 spins. Inelastic neutron scattering experiments
have shown a global energy gap in spin wave spectrum,
which is inconsistent with the previously established form
of the Hamiltonian describing CBSCl. Refinement of the
Hamiltonian through mean-field minimization and spin
wave simulations reveals that a non-negligible symmet-
ric exchange anisotropy is required, on top of the weak
Dzyaloshinski-Moriya interaction, to stabilize the mag-

netic phase and induce the spin wave gap. From electric
measurements (dielectric response and electric polariza-
tion), we show that the structural transition induces an
antiferroelectric phase below 115 K and point out the
existence of a transverse magnetoelectric coupling below
TN . However, the precise origin of the measured weak
polarization in zero magnetic field still remains to be de-
termined. Together the results deepen the understand-
ing of this complex material and highlight the interesting
functional capabilities of the whole material class.
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Spontaneous polarisation along c for T < TN



• Francisite displays a novel frustrated magnetic state:  
‣ Buckled kagome lattice with nn FM and nnn AFM 

interactions. 

‣ Touching soft magnon bands, dispersionless along l 
(quasi 2-D). 

‣ Spin gap requiring anisotropic exchange 
modification to Hamiltonian. 

‣ Supports spontaneous polarisation below TN = 25 K.

• Identification of Pmmn -> Pcmn  transition driven by 
antipolar soft mode: 

‣ candidate displacive “antiferroelectric” 

‣ Evidence of spin-lattice coupling. 

‣ Significance of magntic/antiferroelectric order in 
domain of multiferroics?

• Still much of the phase space to be explored with many 
possible substitutions in the chemical formula.
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